1. INTRODUCTION The main result of this paper is to show that the problem of the determination of the unramified unitary dual of a split p-adic group is equivalent to the problem of determining the unitary dual of the corresponding graded Hecke algebra.
In [BM] , the authors established this equivalence in the case of Iwahori spherical representations under a certain restriction; namely, it was essential for the infinitesimal character to be real (in the terminology of [BMD. In terms of the Langlands-Deligne-Lusztig parameters (s, U, p) [KL] , the restriction is that S E L G be a purely hyperbolic element. The technique used in [BM] was to combine the notion of the signature of a K -character in [V] with some facts which follow from [KL] , namely, that the Kw-characters of tempered representations are linearly independent. This is essentially true precisely when the infinitesimal character is real; for if not, S has an elliptic part se such that
LG(se) t-LG. Then the Kw-characters of tempered representations behave like induced characters from this smaller group and there is no a priori reason why they should be independent; in general, they are not.
The removal of the real infinitesimal character restriction is Theorem 8.1. The proof of Theorem 8.1 is entirely different from [BM] . What we prove, based on ideas of Lusztig [Ls2] , is that a certain Jantzen type filtration for standard modules for K is equivalent to the same kind of filtration for a corresponding Hecke algebra K(se)' In this equivalence, representations with infinitesimal characters with elliptic part se correspond; but since se is a central element in
LG(se) , we are reduced to the setting of [BM] .
We give a few more details. Consider the polar decomposition S = sesh of S into its elliptic and hyperbolic parts. Let rtf (G, &) be the category of representations of G of finite length and with infinitesimal character having elliptic part in the Weyl group orbit & of se' If G has connected center, the centralizer CG(se) of se in LG is connected. Let G' be the split p-adic group whose L-group is CLG(se)' Then Theorem 4.3 states that there is a category equiva-lence between ~(G, &') and ~(G', {se}). The category ~(G', {se}) in turn is naturally equivalent to ~(G' , {I}) , the category of representations with real infinitesimal character. The idea of the proof as well as the statement is due to Lusztig. In [Ls2] , he first constructs a graded Hecke algebra 1HI corresponding to the Hecke algebra Jf'(Gj jJ) of Iwahori spherical functions. Then he shows for fixed matching infinitesimal characters X and X that there is an isomorphism between Jf' ( G j j J) x and lHI f .
In order to apply these ideas to questions of unitarity we need two additional ingredients. The first is a slight generalization of Lusztig's methods to yield an isomorphism between Jf'(Gj jJ)x and lHI f in an analytic family setting. This is done in §4. The differences to [Ls2] are technical, but they are essential for our argument. When CLG(Se) is a Levi subgroup of L G , the group G' is a Levi subgroup of G. In this case the equivalence of categories is effectively the irreducibility of certain unitarily induced representations from G' to G and is of course much simpler. This is analogous to reduction to real infinitesimal character in real reductive groups [B, V] . However, the group CG(se) need not be a Levi subgroup. Here, the equivalence of categories between ~ ( G ,&') and ~ (G', 1) should be thought of as a strong realization, in a limited situation, of endoscopic transfer of representations between G' and G. The transfer has the important property that certain data, related to the signature character of a hermitian representation, are preserved.
The second ingredient needed for unitarity is defining a natural * operation on the graded Hecke algebra 1HI&, and relating it to the * operation on Jf' (Gj jJ) . This is done in §5. In §8, the unitarity ofIwahori spherical representations is reduced to the question of the determination of the unitary dual of a corresponding graded Hecke algebra at real infinitesimal character. In this respect Theorem 5.6 for the * operation is essential. We hope to pursue the problem of determining this dual in future work.
We also note Theorem 6.3 which basically describes the Hecke algebra module of an induced module in terms of the action of the affine part of the Hecke algebra. Undoubtedly this is known to the specialist.
Finally we comment on the validity of our results for the cases when G is a nonsplit group. In this setting, the Hecke algebra with respect to an Iwahori subgroup is a Hecke algebra associated to a parameter set. The allowable parameter sets can be found in [T] . When these algebras are graded at the orbit &' = {I}, one obtains a graded Hecke algebra with parameter as described in [Ls3, §2.13] . For these graded Hecke algebras, it is known that there are only finitely many real tempered representations. The fact that the W characters of these real tempered representations are linearly independent follows (presumably) from [Ls4] (generalization of [BM, Theorem 4.4] ). Then the techniques of [BM] apply, so the unitarity of real representations for these groups can be detected on the Iwahori fixed vectors.
REVIEW OF BASIC RESULTS
We use the notation in [BM] . Fix a p-adic field IF, and let G be the IFrational points of a split reductive group. We do not require G to be a specific does not depend on the particular choice of x and y used in writing
The algebra ,SQ' is the subalgebra generated by the () L 'so Identify CfC' with ,SQ' via the isomorphism 
where by Proposition 3.9 in [Ls2] ! ( ) z2ca _ 1 a (2.5f) Let }If'w be the subalgebras of }If' generated by the Ta's (0: E II), .91 the <c-subalgebra generated by the ()L'S (L E 2"), and .9I[z, z-I] = qz, Z-I]0 c .91 .
As a qz, z-I]-module, }If' has the decomposition
C [z,z-') When the indeterminant z is specialized to q, the order of the residue field, the algebras }If ', }If'w' and .9I[z, [z, z-I] by the formula W«(JL) = (JW(L) and w(z) = z. The algebra .N' [z, z-I] has no zero divisors. Let !T be its quotient field. As in [Ls2] , consider the two algebras defined as follows. The first algebra is Z-l] with cross multiplication between J'l'w and !T given by the obvious extension of (2.Se). The second algebra is the algebra semidirect product (2.8b)
with multiplication given by
An important result on the two algebras is the following.
defines an algebra isomorphism.
GRADED ALGEBRAS
In [Ls2] , Lusztig associates a graded Hecke algebra lHl to the Hecke algebra J'I' . Lusztig defines the graded Hecke algebra lHl as follows. 
The ideal Jk consists of those functions which vanish to order at least k at
is a descending sequence of ideals.
Definition 3.1. Let 1HIt:9' be the graded algebra obtainedfrom Jf' and the sequence of ideals in (3.2).
We summarize the properties of 1HIt:9' relevant for our needs. The proofs are slight modifications of those found in [Ls2] .
Define elements in 1HIt:9' as follows:
The element r is central in 1HIt:9' and by (2.5a,b) The subalgebra generated by the t,/s is canonically the group algebra CW.
Fq -c5q, q' vanishes to order at least 2 at each (J' E&'.
In 1HIt:9" the elements 
O-O((J)
The Weyl group W acts on the algebra spanned by the wo's via (3.7b). This algebra is clearly canonically W -isomorphic to the symmetric algebra Y of 2' = .f!C' 0 z C. Let W be the commutative C-algebra generated by the Eq's and A the commutative algebra W 0(: Y . 
We recall some notation from [Ls2] describing the root datum necessary for defining a smaller graded Hecke algebra. Set:
IIa = {o: E R; I 0: is simple for R;}; Wa = subgroup of W generated by sa (0: E II a ); la = {w E Stab(a) I w(R;) = R;}. Let ~ be the Hecke algebra associated to the root system (2", ']/ , R a , R a , IIa). The Weyl group of this root system is Wa. The element a is of course Wa-invariant. Denote the graded version of ~ at a as lHI a . By (3.10),
where .9 is the algebra of polynomial functions on 2" 0 z C. The group I a acts as algebra automorphisms of lHIa via its actions on Wa and .9 . Let I (3.14) lHIa = la ~ lHIa denote the algebra semi direct product. Let {WI = 1, w 2 ' ... , w n } be coset representatives of W /Stab(a). In particular, the elements of & are given by 'i = wia. Define, as in [Ls2] , (3.15)
(2) The E j ,/s generate an n x n matrix algebra L". The algebra lHl& is naturally isomorphic to the matrix algebra Mn (lHl u ') = L" ~<C lHl u '· The vector space ~ = E7=1 CE j , 1 is, up to isomorphism, the unique irreducible representation of L" . The next corollary follows easily from Theorem 3.3. , we describe a completion of lHl& which will be useful later. For our purposes it is sufficient to work in the setting of holomorphic functions rather than formal power series.
The 
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is Stab(a)-equivariant. It matches the infinitesimal character X = W(e ' , a . e t ) with the infinitesimal character X = Stab(a) (r, t) . The map ,p defined by For part (2), note that <I> is the composition of 10 (id, ¢) 0 I-1 1ft", where I is defined in Theorem 2.3, I is defined in Theorem 3.5, and
That <I> is an isomorphism follows from the definitions of the cross multiplications in terms of ~ and g . 
Tw == TW-I (mod(z -z ).Ji?),
-I
TJ1x == (}w(X)T W (mod(z -z ).Ji?).
(5.6)
In view of the relations in (5.4) it is sufficient to prove (5.5) for one 0 i-x E tff. where ¢ : Z x SL(2, q -+ L G is an admissible homomorphism, i.e., ¢ ( 1, 1) is semisimple, and p are certain characters of the component group of the centralizer of ¢. It is well known that ¢ is equivalent to a pair of elements s, u E LG with S semisimple, u unipotent, and SUS-I = u q • If S E LG , let S = sesh be the polar decomposition of S into its elliptic and hyperbolic parts. Set (S.8) For n E Z and g E SL(2, q, set ¢(n, g) = ¢(n, 1)¢(0, g). Theorem S.2. Let (1l, V) In this setting, it follows from Lemma 5.1 that the ideal 7?J is * invariant, so that lElIt9' and iHtt9' are * algebras. A particularly important instance in which & is hermitian is when it is the Weyl group orbit of an elliptic element. We assume for the remainder of the section that & is hermitian.
We compute a formula for w* for WE <C I8>z 2'. 
-O(ty(a))
We claim that r(w) has the property that (5.29)
To prove this it is enough to consider the case w = So. for a a simple root. Here, it is enough to show that 
On the other hand,
because of (5.24). Formula (5.29) follows by combining (5.30) and (5.31). We now apply this to the highest coroot y. In view of Lemma 5.4, (5.33) Therefore,
The proof is complete once we observe that
This completes the proof of (5.27) for y. Formula (5.27) now follows for any w(y) with W E W by
The general case follows from the fact that * is a (complex conjugate) antiautomorphism. 0
At this point we are ready to explain the relationship between the * operation on .It' and the * operation on lHI&" Recall that f ( We conclude this section with a few words on the relationship of hermitian representations and Theorem 3.3. The * structure on the matrix algebra L" in Theorem 3.3 is given by E;,j = Ej,i. The irreducible module ~ of L" admits a compatible positive definite hermitian form, namely,
The functor gr of Corollary 3.4 has the property that 'P" admits a compatible hermitian form precisely when gr('P") does. The two are related as follows. If'P" has invariant hermitian form ( , ), then gr('P") has invariant hermitian form ( , ).'7 = ( , )~ . ( , ). Every * compatible invariant hermitian form on gr ('P") is a multiple n of one of this type. The ( , ) is positive definite if and only if ( , ).'7 is positive definite.
PARABOLIC INDUCTION
In this section, we relate the functor gr of Corollary 3.4 with parabolic induction. We begin by recalling some preliminary facts. Let n M be a subset of the simple roots n and let P = M N :J B be the corresponding parabolic (Ind~ (V) 
The analogue of (6.1) in lHI&, is the sub algebra 
commutes.
Proof. This follows from Theorem 4.3 and the discussion above. 0
We recall some results on tempered representations. Let V be a tempered representation (of ~ or equivalently of lHlx via the isomorphism CI». Since the subalgebra 3" [r] c lHll'? is abelian, there is a filtration 
and Re( (y I ' w)) < 0 for w a fundamental weight} , -v . v J..
and Re«y l , w)) ::; 0 for w a fundamental weight}.
A restatement of the condition on Y I is that (6.8) (V) .
Proof. The proof of case (1) and ( 
is one dimensional generated by the image of Wj I8i Vi' Relation (3.8) shows that in general
where -< is the Bruhat order. In particular, I(x) < I(w), so by (6.5),
for wEi? 0
Proof. In the case of parabolic induction, let R~ be the positive roots of M. Each v E ~ (C) defines an algebra homomorphism ¢v :
is a lHl;-module, define (nnu, ~) to be the lHl;-module whose space is V with the action 
(2) Any irreducible module of lHl& occurs as some X (V, v) . The data (M, V, v) v,a»O'v'aER -RM,then(v,a»O'v'aERu-RM,u (V, v) , then by (7.1) X (V' , v) is a standard module of (lHI,),. 0 I 8. UNITARITY Let G be a split reductive p-adic group. Our goal is Theorem 8.1. It shows that the unitarity of an Iwahori spherical representation of G can be detected on the Iwahori fixed vectors. An easy reduction is that we need only consider the case when G has connected center. This means the centralizer of any semisimple element s E LG is a connected reductive group. Recall
x (V , v) = unique irreducible quotient of X (V , v) and that X admits a hermitian form if and only if there is a WE Weyl(G, %(LM» satisfying W(v) = -v and V ~ w (V) . There are two ways to place a hermitian form on the family of standard modules X t = Iwahori fixed vectors of Ind~(V ® /11) (t E JR); they are: (2) (,); : the form gotten, via Corollary 7.3, from the form on X; = X (V' , tv) and the isomorphism X t = X; ® ~ .
Both forms have the property that X t = Xt/{radical of form} (t > 0), radical of form = unique subrepresentation of X t (t < 0) .
We conclude ( , )t and ( , )~ differ by a memomorphic function which has no zeros or poles along the real axis. (2) The unitarity of X I is detected on the J -fixed vectors. Proof. It is obvious that the unitarity of the Iwahori fixed vectors of X I is equivalent to the unitarity of the Iwahori fixed vectors of X~. For G', the group corresponding to LG(se) ' we are in the situation of real infinitesimal character as in [BM] . Therefore, the unitarity of X~ is equivalent to the unitarity of its Iwahori fixed vectors. We need only show that X'I unitary implies X I unitary. Let 9'"'(se) (resp. 9'"" (se) ) be the set of tempered representations of G (resp. G') whose infinitesimal character has compact part se. Corollary 6.5 establishes a natural one-one map 7C .... 7C' between these two sets so that
The unitarity of X~ means either a;, or a;;, is identically zero for all 7C' • This means a; or a;; is identically zero for all 7C and thus X I is unitary. 0
